




~ President’s Notes ~ 
Welcome to our new MasterWorks Season!  I am so  
happy that you have decided to be here and take in the 
live symphonic music being made in our community. 

Being part of a connected community is a vital to the  
human condition.  We look for these connections in our 
everyday lives.  There is a special connection that  
happens at live performances that can be indescribable.  
Connections to your fellow audience members;  
connections to the musicians on stage and their music; 
even a connection to our Maestro, all of these are so 
closely interwoven to make each and every concert  

together truly inspirational.  We look forward to connecting with you during this entire 
2022-2023 season.  Let’s continue the healing from the pandemic and enjoying even the 
smallest of blessings.  Let our music be an inspirational guide to creating new moments of 
hopefulness and beauty. 

This MasterWorks concert season has some pretty amazing things on tap for you.  The  
ATLYS Quartet’s members are some pretty incredibly talented young women.  I’m sure 
they will be such an inspiration to the young girls in attendance!  In November, our  
Maestro’s talented son will be performing another world premier of composer David Stern.  
His Concerto for Cello will have a profound impact I’m sure.  With our ―A Delicious  
Combinations‖ event in February, a fantastic husband and wife vocal duo will grace our 
stage bringing some truly classic and favorite vocal works to our Valentine’s Day  
weekend.  So many more great things to look forward to, we’re inspired because YOU are 
HERE. 

     A heartfelt thank you to our financial partners and to my volunteer board — you know 
who you are—who have given their hearts to serve this community, thank you for ALL 
you do.   

     If you wish to be part of the Symphony culture in Muscatine by volunteering, donating,  
being a member of the Guild or Board of Directors, visit our website — 
we’d love to hear from YOU! 

      
       Carmen Bugay, President, Board of Directors 









It Is Time!!  I can’t believe that we are heading into my nineteenth season as the Music 
Director and Conductor for this wonderful organization.  It is truly a blessing for me and 
my family. 

Tonight’s concert will certainly kick off this new MasterWorks season with a bang!  
Bringing in such a talented group of young women to not only bring to life two amazing 
masterworks for string quartet and orchestra but also to promote and inspire women  
musicians is an amazing honor.  The ATLYS String Quartet, if you haven’t done your 
homework, has been around the world performing in some of the most creative venues 
and collaborations around.  Performing with us tonight will certainly be a special  
occasion that we will all remember and enjoy. 

For many years, Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony was among my top pieces to perform as a 
double bassist and to conduct, not only for its popularity but for the way he gives the 
bass section so many incredible parts to play.  BUT!  Tonight’s Symphony No. 7, I have 
to say, has surpassed the Fifth!  This work has really grown on me the more I get to  
perform it.  The continual drive, and rhythmic force that continues in many different  
iterations throughout the work take the listener (and performer) on an incredible journey.  
Beethoven really knew what he was doing!! 

This season is chock full of great moments, all set for you and your loved ones to  
experience here together—at our LIVE performances! 

The musicians and I on stage are so very happy that you are here with us this evening to 
kick off this concert season, and I hope that you will come say hi to me, the musicians, 
and our guest artists throughout the evening! 







MasterWorks I Concert 
October 8, 2022 

 

Beauty and Grace Elevated 

 

Introduction and Allegro, op. 47……………………………………...……….Edward Elgar 

 

Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis…………………………….Ralph Vaughn Williams 

 

ATLYS String Quartet 

Jinty McTavish, violin Sabrina Tabby, violin 

   Rita Andrade, viola     Genevieve Tabby, cello 

 

INTERMISSION 

 

Symphony No. 7 in A major, op. 92………………………………...Ludwig van Beethoven 

 I. Poco sostenuto - Vivace 

 II. Allegretto 

 III. Presto 

 IV. Allegro con brio 

  





Whether on the concert stage performing masterworks and pops or in the orchestra 
pit conducting opera and ballet, his insightful musicality and collaborative spirit 
come together to create a fun, inviting, energetic, and enriching atmosphere at each 
rehearsal and performance.  

Maestro Brian Dollinger begins his nineteenth  
MasterWorks season as the Music Director and 
Conductor of the Muscatine Symphony Orchestra.  
In 2021 he was successfully re-appointed as the  
artistic leader for not only the MSO, but the Clinton 
Symphony Orchestra (15 years) and the  
Hawaii-based Kamuela Philharmonic (6 years). He 
continues to serve as Music Director of the West  
Hawaii Dance Theatre on the Big Island of Hawaii 
as well.  His charisma, energy, technical clarity, and 
deep musical passion continues to inspire musicians 
and audiences alike across the country.  He has  
conducted orchestras of a variety of levels and loca-
tions throughout the United States and in Europe. 
 

During the summer of 2014, Mr. Dollinger made his 
debut as conductor for the summer opera program 
of the Genesius Guild.  He conducted numerous 

successful performances of the operetta Die Fledermaus by Johann Strauss.  Mr. 
Dollinger conducted the 2015 summer performances of Puccini’s Gianni Schicci at 
Lincoln Park in Rock Island with great success and subsequently returned to  
conduct productions of Copland's The Tenderland and a trio of operatic gems:   
The Telephone, The Old Maid and the Thief, and A Hand of Bridge.   

 

Brian Dollinger 
Music Director & Conductor 

_________________________________ 



Maestro Dollinger has also conducted performances of numerous other staged  
productions including The Music Man, Showboat, My Fair Lady, Dido and  
Aeneas, and a world premier work orchestrated by award-winning composer Robert  
Sadin, Muscatine! The Musical. 
 

Mr. Dollinger has a passion for teaching, conducting, and mentoring musicians of all 
ages.  He has experience with music students from the earliest of beginnings of 
learning to graduate and post-graduate learning.  This has led to a number of 
 conducting positions with educational institutions and  
organizations.  These include Bradley University, Central 
Illinois Youth Symphony, Illinois Wesleyan Civic  
Orchestra, Ball State University Symphony Orchestra, and 
the East Central Indiana Youth Symphony Orchestra. In 
2022, this passion has also led our Maestro to be  
co-founder in the creation of the Illinois Chamber Music 
Academy.  This newly created music education program is 
designed to teach kids, fifth through twelfth grades,  
independence and leadership roles as well as individual 
roles within a community striving for a common goal.  For 
more information on this project visit, 
www.ICMusicAcademy.org. 
 

As a member of the National Association for Music  
Education, Maestro Dollinger is a frequent conductor and 
clinician for various youth string festivals, competitions and 
workshops.  He has conducted highly successful engagements throughout Illinois 
and Iowa.  These events have included all-day festivals rehearsing, teaching,  
mentoring and performing with some of the state’s best high school symphonic  
musicians. He continues to make appearances at elementary and high schools  
working with student ensembles and talking about music with the youngest of  
students down into kindergarten.  A sought-after clinician, adjudicator, and speaker, 
Maestro Dollinger welcomes each and every opportunity to work with young  
students and musicians.   
  

For more information about our Maestro:  

http://www.ICMusicAcademy.org








Muscatine Symphony Orchestra 2022-2023 

First MasterWorks Concert– October 8, 2022 

 

Beauty and Grace Elevate 
 
Introduction and Allegro, op. 47……………...……….…………...……….Edward Elgar 

 
The genesis of Elgar’s Introduction and Allegro begins in 1904, with the founding of the 
London Symphony Orchestra, the basis of which was revolutionary, established as a kind 
of cooperative, with the players running the show– it’s still that way.  It undertook a grand 
tour of Britain in 1905 with Elgar conducting, and the story is that he composed the  
Introduction and Allegro for the orchestra’s string section; whether to show them off, or to 
encourage their improvement is not quite established.  It is true that he had pursued some 
sketches for such a work as early as 1901. 
 

Its fundamental conception was as a novel and romantic reincarnation of a standard  
orchestra genre of the late 17th and early 18th centuries: the concerto grosso.  The  
orchestra forces in a concerto grosso are divided between a solo string quartet and a larger 
reinforcing string group, with the resultant interplay of musical themes and dynamics  
between the two groups providing much of the interest.  This is a composition of  
considerable formal complexity and melodic weft.   
 

A ―roadmap‖ for listening is a bit more problematic here than in most compositions, but a 
few landmarks will help.  The Introduction opens right away with one of its three main 
themes, a vigorous and choppy affair, soon followed by the second important idea, which is 
easily identified by its pleasant optimism.  Soon, a winsome lyrical melody is heard, played 
by the solo viola.  These three elements, heard in fairly quick succession, are the  
foundation materials for the work.  This leads to several loud, separated chords, followed 
by a bit of the ―folksong,‖ and a more extended exploration of the happy second idea.  The 
Introduction closes and then melds into the Allegro. 
 

It’s easy to spot the latter, as a new idea comes forth from the occasion, consisting of  
agitated repeated notes in the solo quartet.  Elgar then works through three of the ideas.   





The centerpiece of the movement ultimately is arrived at: an impressive, complicated 
fugue, whose zippy beginning is easy to pick out.  After an intense exploration of this  
cascading interplay of multiple, free counterpoints, the whole affair begins to gradually 
slow down, and it peters out with bits of the agitated notes of the beginning.  The last  
section is an imaginative, varied review of our familiar three ideas heard at the beginning 
of the Introduction, the climax of which is the ―folksong‖ first heard in the solo viola, now 
sung out by the whole ensemble.  A quick scamper to the end follows quickly, not to a 
loud, bombastic conclusion but with full and rich chords culminating in unique pizzicato 
final notes. 

~ Wm. Runyan 

 

Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis……………………...….Ralph Vaughn Williams 

 

Paris and London have shared history with each other for many centuries.  Often their  
cultural influences floated across the channel, as when Ralph Vaughan Williams went to 
France in 1908 to study with Maurice Ravel, one of Paris’s leading composers.  Both  
composers swapped ideas, to be sure, but what Vaughan Williams brought back to England 
was a fresh sense of musical colors, a richer appreciation for ancient musical forms, and 
inspiration for unique ways in harmonizing.  His Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis, 
written in 1910, exploits all of these Ravellian inspirations. 

Of course, Vaughan Williams had his own English inspiration with Thomas Tallis.  Tallis, 
considered England’s ―Father of the Church Hymn,‖ wrote a work in 1567 set to the words 
―Why fumeth in fight?‖ for Archbishop Parker’s Metrical Psalter.  Vaughan  
Williams made Tallis’ hymn the basis for his Fantasia some 350 years later, and applied to 
it a structure from antiquity as well, namely the Elizabethan fancy, or fantasy, an  
instrumental form which develops several related themes in separate sections. 

The Fantasia opens with five of what Vaughan Williams called ―magic chords.‖  Lush and 
meandering, they introduce the piece as a mystical rumination.  The changes between these 
chords don’t follow any particular harmonic rule except that of a rich Impressionist beauty. 
 

 





Glimpses of color-light are caught, refracted and bent round the ancient tune by  
Tallis.  That tune, by the way, is heard in its entirety a few bars after the ―magic‖  
introduction, played by the celli and violas, with the high strings in tremolo above in  
harmony.  The ancient mode (key) of the tune sounds aged to modern ears: 

Fantasia’s scoring is also remarkable, as Vaughan Williams divides the orchestra into three 
groups: two string orchestras (one of them serving as a ―distant choir‖) and a string  
quartet.  The effect achieved is enchanting – sounds seem to radiate with an inward light 
followed by a secondary glow, giving it a ―halo effect.‖ 

 

Symphony No. 7 in A major, op. 92……………………….……...Ludwig van Beethoven 

The Seventh Symphony is boisterous, intense, energetic and tuneful. Opus 92 was  
completed in 1812, the year in which Napoleon was beginning to fail in his conquests, and 
this status was undoubtedly pleasing to Beethoven. Celebrating this turn of events, the  
Seventh Symphony premiered at a concert in Vienna on December 8, 1813, to benefit 
troops wounded in the Battle of Hanau, a small but tactical victory on October 31, 1813, 
which routed Napoleon into a retreat in the War of the Sixth Coalition. 
 

The audience was pleased and demanded that the second movement be repeated.  
Beethoven, who was conducting, was energized,  and Spohr reported in his autobiography 
that ―as a sforzando occurred, he tore his arms with great vehemence asunder… at the  
entrance of a forte he jumped into the air.‖  A consistent rhythmic drive was intoxicating 
and stimulating. Antony Hopkins in The Nine Symphonies of Beethoven noted, ―The  
Seventh Symphony, perhaps more than any of the others, gives us a feeling of true  
spontaneity—the notes seem to fly off the page as we are born along on a floodtide of  
inspired invention.  Beethoven spoke of it fondly as ―one of my best works.‖ Although Carl 
Maria von Weber wrote in his Beethoven biography that ―the extravagances of his  
genius have now reached the non plus ultra, and Beethoven must be ripe for the  
madhouse…‖ nothing could have been farther from the truth. 

In fact, just the opposite. The composer was in control of desperate personal  
circumstances, living in one of the most painful periods of his life.  His deafness 
(attributable to arterial disease) was growing worse daily. His deep love affair with  
Theresa Brunswick had collapsed. (He had no success in romance during his lifetime… it 
was said that he proposed to sixteen women who all turned him down.) He needed money. 
In spite of all of this, he drove into one of the most creative periods of his lifetime, and with 
Opus 92 penned one of the most dramatic thrillers in his repertoire. 





Like the First, Second and Fourth symphonies, the Seventh begins with an introduction, in 
this case marked poco sostenuto. After a large orchestral A major chord, the oboe sings a 
wistful theme while clarinet, horn and bassoon latch onto the melody. The presentation is 
underscored by heavy orchestral punctuations marking the phrases. Two subsidiary  
melodies follow. After a small pause, strings begin to murmur, a stuttering repetition of E 
prepares for the vivace entrance of the flute, offering the folk-like, swaggering first theme. 
Beethoven then works his magic, taking the unpretentious tune and making the major  
subject of a large, complex movement. Although a second theme makes an appearance, it 
is the first which occupies the musical spotlight. Surprise and drama are added by  
Beethoven’s sudden dynamic changes and harmonic coloring. 

In spite of the Allegretto marking, the second movement is serious. At one point,  
Beethoven considered changing the marking to Andante quasi Allegretto since he did not 
want this movement ―taken too fast.‖ After an introductory chord from the winds, a  
persistent rhythmic pattern is established (a dactyl—long, short, short, then followed by 
two long) which haunts the movement.  The pattern is simple and unforgettable.  Two 
melodies, one insistent and steady, the other a gentle statement sung by violas and celli 
provide the thematic substance. Beethoven proceeds to spin exquisite variations on the 
first. The march theme was originally intended for the Third ―Razumovsky‖ Quartet but 
found its ultimate destiny in this symphony.  The movement closes with a sturdy fugal  
section which maintains its hold on the opening rhythmic pattern used throughout as 
an ostinato. At times, this movement has been excerpted and played alone on concert  
programs.  Occasionally, conductors in the 19th century freely incorporated it within the 
body of the Second and Eighth symphonies to increase their popularity! 

The third movement pops out with a bright scherzo, bouncing in a skipping meter,  
irrepressibly filled with the joy of life. A small central trio in D major combines clarinet, 
bassoon, and horn, offering a contrasting interlude based on a hymn tune from southern 
Austria. Beethoven called for a repeat of this calming section before the buoyant scherzo 
resumes its original character.  Apart from a tiny hint of a return of the placid trio, driving 
energy never fades, and the movement concludes in high gear with five sharp orchestral 
chords. 

The fourth movement, Allegro con brio, caps the symphony in another scherzo-like event 
encapsulated in sonata form. He immediately releases all the stops at the first measure as 
the strings roar to the forefront with the rapidly boiling first theme.  The second theme  
retains that ignition, adding to the cauldron.  Toward the close, a flute sings a tiny recall of 
the opening theme of the first movement, but the fire consumes it, continuing into a  
blazing coda. 

~ Marianne Tobias 

















Sabrina Tabby, violin 
Violinist Sabrina Tabby from Philadelphia developed a 
fondness for chamber music at a very young age, playing 
regularly with her twin sister. In high school they were 
featured on National Public Radio’s ―From the Top‖ radio 
series and television show at Carnegie Hall and placed  
repeatedly at the Fischoff International Chamber music 
Competition.  
 

While earning her Bachelor of Music degree at  
Bard College Conservatory of Music, Sabrina performed 
across four continents as concertmaster and soloist and in 
chamber groups, as well as in various Baroque and New 
Music ensembles. In addition to her studies in music,  
Sabrina also received a bachelor’s degree in French  
Studies. She continued throughout her master’s Degree 
program from Northwestern University to be recognized 
through scholarships and awards for her fine playing as a 

soloist and chamber musician.  
 

A founding member (2010) of the NYC-based new music ensemble,  
Contemporaneous, she is prominently featured on Innova Recordings album 
―Stream of Stars: Music of Dylan Mattingly.‖ Sabrina continues to travel the 
world actively seeking to play music of all styles, often with her husband,  
conductor and violist Ernesto Estigarribia. She made her solo debut in  
Paraguay in July of 2018 with the Orquesta Sinfonica del Congreso Nacional 
de Paraguay, the same year she was appointed a seat in the Quad City  
Symphony Orchestra’s violin section.  
 

When not performing, practicing, or teaching, Sabrina’s favorite activity is 
concocting (and devouring) delicious plant-based creations in the kitchen. 
 





Jinty McTavish, violin 
Jinty McTavish began her violin studies at the age of 
four in her small town of Lafayette, Indiana, after  
emigrating with her family from her hometown,  
Winnipeg, Manitoba.  
 

When she was ten, Jinty had her solo debut with the 
Lafayette Symphony Orchestra. She performed with 
them a second time at age sixteen after winning the  
local concerto competition. The same year, she began  
traveling to Bloomington, Indiana to study with  
Mauricio Fuks and his principal assistant, Minjung 
Cho. Jinty continued on to study under Fuks’ tutelage 
and become one of his teaching assistants at Indiana 
University’s Jacobs School of Music where she  
received her Bachelor of Music in violin performance 
in 2014.  
 

During her time at Indiana University, she also studied 
with Sibbi Bernhardsson and Mark Kaplan and was an 

active member in the chamber music program,  
receiving numerous coachings from the Pacifica Quartet.   
 

Following her graduation, Jinty moved to Chicago, Illinois, to study with  
Almita Vamos and serve as her teaching assistant. Prior to winning the  
audition with ATLYS for Lincoln Center Stage, Jinty played with the Civic 
Orchestra of Chicago and was able to collaborate and learn from members of 
the Chicago Symphony, Riccardo Muti, and Yo-Yo Ma.   
 

Nowadays, Jinty is known for her passionate performances, fiery  
improvisations, and Paul Buckmaster-inspired string arrangements. When 
she’s not performing with ATLYS, you can find her teaching her students in 
Chicago, working on her solo Instagram project, @jintshred, or searching for 
her new favorite brewery. 





Rita Andrade, viola 
Rita Andrade, a native of Austin, Texas, is  
currently living as an active orchestral and  
studio violist in Los Angeles.  
 

Raised in a family that values their Latin  
heritage and music, she was always a musically 
curious child and was immediately drawn to the 
viola upon first hearing it. Pursuing an arts  
education at Idyllwild Arts Academy in  
California, Rita continued studying viola  
performance for her bachelor’s degree in music 
at the University of Texas Butler School of  
Music and finished her master’s at DePaul  
University.  
 

In the years following her masters degree, Rita 
was a member of the Civic Orchestra of  

Chicago, with an assistant principal position for the 2014-2015  
season. Rita was also a fellowship member of the Chicago  
Sinfonietta and Grant Park Symphony Project Inclusion programs 
geared toward promoting diversity in the world of classical music. 
Some of her most memorable and influential musical experiences 
were at summer festivals such as the String Academy in Cambridge, 
England, Encore Chamber Music Festival, Bowdoin Music Festival, 
Marrowstone Music Festival, and Interlochen Arts Academy.  
 

As the original violist of the Austin-based chamber rock band  
Mother Falcon, and with experience playing with various other 
bands, Rita loves performing many styles of music. Outside of 
teaching and performing, you can find Rita on her yoga mat, 
strolling through farmer’s markets or wandering around with her 
camera to practice her hobby and love for street photography.  





Genevieve Tabby, cello 
Philadelphia native Genevieve Tabby, first picked up 
the cello after being inspired by her twin sister’s  
violin lessons at the age of eight. Since then, she  
continues to perform alongside her sister in  
performances and events.  
 

She was a repeated performer on NPR's From the Top 
series and television show at Carnegie Hall, and a  
repeated semifinalist in the Fischoff International 
Chamber Music Competition.  
 

Ms. Tabby completed her undergraduate degree at the 
Cleveland Institute of Music, where she studied with 
Stephen Geber, Dr. Melissa Kraut and took part in the 
Cavani String Quartet's prestigious Intensive Quartet 
Seminar (IQS). She received her master's degree in 
cello performance from Northwestern University’s 

Bienen School of Music, where she studied with Hans Jorgen Jensen, a  
world-renowned pedagogue . During her second year of the program, she 
won the Northwestern-Civic Fellowship and participated as a member of the 
Civic Orchestra of Chicago from September 2014 through June 2016. 
 

Summer festivals Ms. Tabby has participated in include Tanglewood Music 
Festival, Aspen Music Festival and School, Music Academy of the West, 
Meadowmount School of Music, and Bowdoin Music Festival. Genevieve 
was also a winner of the Zarin Mehta fellowship to perform with the New 
York Philharmonic at Lincoln Center. 
 

In addition to her work with crossover ATLYS, Genevieve free-lances around 
the Chicagoland area and teaches for many music institutions, including the 
well established Ravinia Festival’s El Sistema program.  





Contributors to the Symphony 

Gold Score 

($5,000+) 
Anonymous 

Anonymous 

Bechtel Charitable Trust 
Community Foundation of Greater Mus-
catine 

HNI Charitable Foundation 

Howe Foundation 

 

Rhapsody Benefactors 

($1,000+)   

Al and Carolyn Airola 

Bayer Corporation 

Jim and Julie Brain, RETRO Innova-
tions 

Loryann Eis 

George and Cheryll Ryder 
Richard and Mary Alice Sessler 
Mary Stoddard 

 

 

 

 

 

Concerto Circle 

($500+) 
Mike and Pat Beals 

Dave and Gail Pusateri 
Paul and Carol Reed 

Sylvia Trumbull 
Bob and Lani Willis 

 

 

Overture Contributor 

($250+) 
Bob and Suzanne Benson 

John and Kathy Kuhl 
Donna Reed 

SSAB Iowa, Inc. 
Dave and Sandy Wettach 

 

 



 

 

Pastorale Level 
($100+) 
Dave Ales 

Fred and Joan Bartenhagen 

Dwight and Debra Beockhouse 

Doug and Linda Buchele 

The Caterpillar Foundation 

Tim and Vera Edwards 

Dave and Terri Hansen 

Warren and Pam Heidbreder 
Dan and Alice Huss 

Mike and Sue Johannsen 

Dave and Margaret Kundel 
Deanna Koch 

Jon and Lisa Koch 

Sarah Lande 

William and Suzanne Liegois 

Sarah Perisho 

Roger and Brenda Roskens 

Salvatore’s 

John and Karen Schaub 

Seth and Alta Tobey 

Archana G. Wagle 

Joe and Angela Woodhouse 

Contributors to the Symphony 

 

Serenade Level 
($50+) 
Jay and LeaAnn Logel 
Jon and Joni Axel 
Cynthia Maeglin 

Steve and Jan Phillips 

Nancy J Varner 





Concert FAQ’s: 
 
I don’t know anything about classical music. What will I get out of a concert? 
 
The Muscatine Symphony’s audience includes many seasoned concertgoers who know  
music and first-time listeners.  Regardless of which group the are in, they come to  
experience, enjoy a live performance, and to be entertained by a symphony orchestra right 
here in Muscatine.  Going to a concert can also be a social occasion, a chance to enjoy an 
activity with friends and family.  Whatever your reason for attending a concert, the thing to 
remember is that no special knowledge is necessary. The Muscatine Symphony is  
accessible, convenient, open, and user-friendly. Whether you are invited or come on your 
own, just sit back, relax, and let yourself go where the music takes you. 

Can I bring my children to a concert? 
 

The Muscatine Symphony welcomes children, particularly since introducing them to  
classical music at an early age often helps them develop a deeper appreciation of music. 
The MSO has enjoyed continued growth in attendance by families and children of all ages.  
Concerts can be a great experience for those who are studying an instrument or voice.  
Tickets to Muscatine Symphony Orchestra concerts are always FREE to those eighteen and 
younger!  We only ask that families with very young children sit near an exit to help  
facilitate a quick and quiet exit should the need become necessary. 

When should I applaud? 
 

Audiences applaud for two reasons: to welcome the musicians on stage and to express  
appreciation for their performance.  In the minutes before the concert begins, the members 
of the orchestra drift onstage, take their seats, and tune their instruments.  When the lights 
dim, the concertmaster, who is the principal first violinist, enters the stage. The audience 
welcomes her with applause and then listens as she gives direction for the ensemble to 
begin their tuning process.  Then the conductor appears, usually accompanied by any  
soloists who may be performing. There is more applause. One of the debates amongst  
symphony organizations, instrumentalists, conductors and audience members is when to 
applaud.  Maestro Dollinger believes that almost any time can be appropriate.  If the  
performance of the music emotionally moves you to applaud spontaneously, then he  
requests that you not hold back this impulse.  Music is about emotions and experiences – 
for him, gone are the rigid regulations of holding yourself back in fear of being ridiculed.   







Flute: 
Crystal Duffee 

RETRO Innovations  Sponsored Chair  
Stephanie Romagnoli 

 

Oboe: 
Miriam Garrett 

Mary K. Stoddard Sponsored Chair 
Kathleen Schippers 

 

Clarinet: 
Julie Plummer 

Chuck Prill 
 

Bassoon: 
Cheryl Neumann 

Joel Prescott 

Horn: 
Vanessa Leavitt 
Wendy Hinman 

 
Trumpet: 

David Greenhoe 

Jim Hancock 

 

Timpani: 
Josh Duffee 

 

 

Violin I: 
Heather Turner, Concertmaster 
Howe Foundation Sponsored Chair 
Ann Duchow 

Kristin Schmidt 
Archana Wagle 

Guillermo Najarro 

Annaliese Caswell 
 

Violin II: 
Aleese Kenitzer 
Richard & Mary Alice Sessler Sponsored Chair  
Kayla Priest 
Julie Scott 
Suzanne Benson 

Rachel Leigh 

Hana Velde 

Sara Anderson 

Viola: 
Peter Calhoun, Principal 
Cheryll & George Ryder Sponsored Chair  
Laura Goddard 

Andrew Calhoun 

Jennifer Hexom 

 

Cello: 
Gail Pusateri, Principal 
Loryann Eis Sponsored Chair 
Lindsay Clove 

Tracey Kramer 
Scott Sund 

Rhea Allen 

 

Double Bass: 
Dana Calhoun 

Jim & Janet Sichterman Sponsored Chair 
Brian Daw 
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The Symphony Guild is made up of people who want to give their time and energy to 
assist the orchestra in various ways such as helping at concerts and receptions, working in 
public relations,  planning exciting and entertaining fund-raising events.  You are invited to 
join the MSO’s Symphony Guild by calling 563.288.6195 ext. 1608 or visiting 
www.muscatinesymphony.org. 

 

Members of the Guild 

 

  Jamie Bosten   Michael Carter 
  Lori Carroll    Helen Colony   

  Jan Collinson   Peg Daly    

  Shirley Dillon   Diana Gradert   

  Terri Hanson    Alice Huss    

  Jan Henderson   Denise Kemper   

  Dee Koch    Margie Kundel   

  Anne Olson    Dave Pusateri   

  Barb Walker    Wes Walker 
















